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Day 12 - Virtual Home Assistant
Google and Amazon go head to head in this cutting edge product category

One of the hottest new types of technology for the home is the Virtual Home Assistant – a voice
activated smart device that can answer questions, interact with your digital information, and
even manage “smart” appliances like lighting, thermostat and stereo systems, all while
providing a space age experience of talking to a computer that seems to know you and exists to
serve your whims. Currently, there are two main options for virtual assistants: Google Home
and Amazon Echo. Let’s take a look at the two and see how they stack up.

The Amazon Echo was the first virtual assistant to hit the market, and with that head-start has
built up an impressive range of third party devices with which it can interact, include NEST
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smart thermostats, Philips LED lighting, smart kitchen appliances and others. In addition to the
cylindrical echo unit pictured here, there are also smaller “hockey puck” sized units called Echo
Dot that can be linked together and placed throughout the house, expanding the range and
capability of the device.

Google Home is quite similar in capabilities to Amazon Echo, but with a slightly different
personality. In reviews and head to head comparisons, Google Home has proven to be smarter
in its ability to parse questions and deliver answers about factual information (unsurprising,
considering Google is the clear world leader in search, data analytics, and AI.) However, due to
its more recent entry into the market, it supports fewer third party peripherals and smart home
devices compared to the Echo. Google Home also supports streaming integration with Google
Chromecast, which might make it an appealing choice if you already use a Chromecast to
stream video on your television. Unfortunately, Google Home is not yet for sale in Canada, but
will hit the shelves in early 2017.
Google Home and Amazon Echo can both hear and respond to questions and commands, play
music from your library, inform you about emails and appointments, and interact with a range
of Smart Home peripherals. Amazon Echo has an edge in the range of devices it supports, while
Google Home has smarter search, and integrates with Chromecast.
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Approximate Prices:
Amazon Echo - $139.99 USD
Amazon Echo Dot - $39.99 USD
Google Home - $129.99 USD (Launching in Canada Q1 2017)
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